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Introduction 

Japanese automakers Toyota and Honda are renowned for their relentless focus on cost reduction 
through first class optimization of their supply chains. In August 2018, they are reporting improving 
profits while US automakers are issuing profit warnings.1  Toyota and Honda have successfully 
connected operational databases from the supporting business eco-systems in such a way that 
databases can be analysed intensively (AI, Business Analytics, etc.) to identify cost saving 
opportunities utilizing the Japanese kaizen philosophy for continuous improvement. They have 
learned that data-driven enterprises are more successful.  

In contrast, the self-organizing and fragmented nature of the maritime industry has traditionally 
deprived all actors of the data needed to achieve high levels of efficiency. Fragmentation is toxic to 
efficiency, but now we have an antidote - digital data sharing.  

The maritime segment of the container industry is very mature, but it is low-profit, fragmented and 
too many operations are not optimally synchronized. However, the adoption of the principles of 
Port Collaborative Decision Making (PortCDM) as an enabler of the Sea Traffic Management (STM) 
concept for shipping companies (within or outside alliances), ports, and terminals could 
substantially reduce the overall costs. Adopting PortCDM could decrease ships’ idle-time and 
unnecessary bunker consumption, by maximising vessel and terminal utilisation, as well as by 
making port and land-side operations significantly more efficient. PortCDM is a gateway to digital 
data sharing and improved efficiency for all 

This concept note will start with a discussion of key actors (shipping lines, ports, terminals). 
Following this, the importance of alliances and the network effect of those alliances on efficiency in 

                                                             
1 https://www.ft.com/content/52426cb6-9979-11e8-9702-5946bae86e6d 
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general will be discussed, and the concept note will end with a short description of how the PortCDM 
concept will substantially contribute to overall improvements in efficiency.  

 

Stakeholder positioning and industry fragmentation in the maritime eco-system 

The key stakeholders within the Maritime eco-system are the shipping companies, the ports and the 
different types of terminals. Terminals are part of a port, and the division of roles between the port 
and its terminals varies widely. We shall discuss the role of these three below to identify the lack of 
optimal communication due to a lack of (standardized) information.  

Shipping companies 

Shipping companies operating box vessels (containers) can be divided into three macro-categories: 
global operators (such as Maersk, MSC, CMA-CGM); medium size operators with a focus on specific 
trades (such as intra-regional operators); and niche carriers focusing on small volumes and high-
revenue, protected trades (such as Matson & Zim). Liners, as container shipping companies are 
referred to, operate in an asset-intensive, fragmented industry that grew extremely rapidly between 
the 60s and 80s, resulting in a scenario where, for decades, companies focused more on fast 
expansion and volume business than on efficiency, diversification, technologies, and operational 
excellence. Therefore, the industry intrinsically has very low profit margins and is particularly 
exposed to profit swings caused by price fluctuations for oil and steel (respectively influencing the 
cost of running and buying vessels), as well as global demand for containerised transportation. 
Above all, the imbalance between the global demand and the supply of vessels for years caused an 
oversupply of capacity. As a consequence, freight rates have been on the decline during the last 
decade causing liner revenue streams to shrink. Many trade-lanes are imbalanced, resulting in high 
costs and no revenue associated with the re-positioning of empty containers. This is prevalent on 
the Asia-Europe and Asia-North America trades where often 50% of the containers in the “backhaul” 
to Asia are transported empty. 

In order to survive, shipping companies have been forced to 
reduce costs (such as by slow steaming), increase 
efficiencies (such as by attempting to maximise vessel 
utilisation, reducing SG&A (Selling, General and 
Administrative Expenses), and above all, leveraging 
economies of scale. In particular, the latter strategy has 
been aimed at increasing the volume of TEUs transported 
and consequently reducing the average Operating Expense 
(OPEX) per TEU, which also helps boost the contractual 

power of the shipping line with banks, shipyards, ports and vendors in general. Economies of scale 
have been pursued very boldly by almost all the major players, resulting in three possible 

Figure 1: The Composite Freight Rate Index. 
Source: Clarkson (2016) 
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approaches: organic growth, mergers and acquisitions, and alliances. MSC expanded its fleet to five 
hundred vessels by growing organically, while companies like CMA-CGM, COSCO, and Maersk 
followed a completely different approach by very aggressively acquiring smaller competitors. Both 
strategies very effectively supported the growth of these players. Despite the huge efforts already 
employed to cut costs and increase efficiencies, the constantly deteriorating market conditions have 
further pushed the liners to consolidate their operations through engaging in alliances to increase 
Economy of Scale. 

Alliances are not a new trend in the shipping business. During the 1990s, the first alliances were 
already operating: Grand Alliance, Global Alliance and Tricon-Hanjin consortiums were established 
aimed at reducing operating costs and maximising vessel utilisation among small and mid-size 
players. However, within the last thirty years, the tendency to form alliances has become the rule, 
given a scenario of reduced industry profitability, increased rate volatility and basically a fight for 
survival among shipping lines. As of today, all the global shipping lines (thus excluding niche carriers) 
are regrouped into the three main alliances, namely 2M (Maersk, MSC, HMM, ZIM), The Alliance 
(Hapag-Lloyd, ONE, Yang Ming), and Ocean Alliance (CMA-CGM, COSCO, Evergreen, OOCL). From 
the liners’ point of view, the main benefits of alliances are maximisation of vessel utilisation, more 
flexible and efficient deployment of the fleet among different services, an overall increase of service 
reliability, increased port-pair coverage and frequency, and an overall reduction in costs per TEU 
transported. 

Overall, the main trend in the shipping industry has been a centralization and consolidation similar 
to that of many other industries. Especially over the last twenty years, we have witnessed a 
reduction in the industry’s fragmentation and the disappearance of mid-size carriers due to mergers 
and acquisitions or even bankruptcy. A recent case was the bankruptcy of Hanjin, the seventh largest 
shipping line in the world that went out of business literally overnight during August 2016. Overall, 
the number of global shipping companies has plummeted from 27 in early 1990’s to only 14 in 2018.2 
The future scenario, given the low return on invested capital and the decreasing profits (or even 
losses) posted by major shipping companies, as well as the lack of recovery of freight rates in the 
near future, could push for further industry consolidation. Recent rumours regarding CMA-CGM 
interest in acquiring Hapag-Lloyd could signal a further wave of mergers and acquisitions between 
major and mid-size players. While it is possible that niche-carriers will still remain in business given 
their overall better profitability, mid-size global shipping companies may be forced either to accept 
a merger or acquisition or go out of business. 

                                                             
2 1996: Maersk, Sea-Land, MSC, Norasia, HMM, CMA CGM, COSCO, K Line, Yang Ming, Hanjin, UASC, Choyang, DSR-
Senator, Evergreen, Lloyd Triestino, P&O, Hapag Lloyd, NYK, NOL, APL, MOL, OOCL, MISC, Nedlloyd, CSCL, ZIM, PIL, + 
Contship + CP Ships +US Lines +SCI +Safmarine? =27 global carriers; 2018: Maersk, MSC, HMM, CMA CGM, COSCO, ONE, 
Evergreen, Hapag Lloyd, OOCL, ZIM, Yang Ming, PIL = 12 global carriers. Source: Alphaliner 
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Finally, the more specific case of government-backed companies should be mentioned. In particular 
HMM, COSCO, and ZIM have largely benefitted from governmental support, in some cases through 
eased financing and even bailing out. Given their strategic relevance to national interest, these 
State-backed shipping companies have been protected so far, raising the concern of regulating 
bodies and above all of concerns from their (more efficient) competitors. While the importance of 

COSCO to China’s 
national maritime 
strategy might continue 
to bring certain financial 
advantages to the 
Chinese carrier (such as 
eased financing and 
procurement), most 
observers believe that 
HMM and ZIM will be 
gradually forced to fully 
embrace free-market 
logics. 

 

Ports 

Sea ports are an interface between maritime and land logistic operations. However, within ports, 
operations are typically mostly handled within specialized terminals. These are sections of a port 
specialising in specific commodities or modes of transportation (passenger, general cargo, 
containers, dry bulk, liquid cargo, gas, break bulk and oversized, vehicles, chemicals, grain, cement, 
coal, etc). Almost all ports exist for historic reasons where the land-based market place meets the 
ocean (such as Antwerp, Genova, Venice and Rotterdam), to further national interests (such as 
Singapore, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Gioia Tauro) or to support financial investments and commercial 
purposes (such as Dubai, Salalah, Long Beach/Los Angeles). 

During the last fifty years, the functioning of ports has evolved from intermodal interfaces into a 
much more advanced concept, namely, an integrated platform of basic and advanced logistic 
services provided by a set of entities, which can be government or privately owned. This port-centric 
logistic approach sees ports at the centre of several industries’ supply chains: ports are increasingly 
upgraded to perform a broad portfolio of maritime, rail, and trucking activities, as well as freight 
forwarding, customs-related events, cold chain management, stevedoring, warehousing, and 
distribution services. 

Figure 2: Scope of business, capacity and profitability of carriers, source McKinsey (2016) 
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Appendix A provides a categorisation of the 30 largest container ports, labelled according to their 
scope.  A single container port can even host several container terminals, as is the case of the Port 
of Long Beach (see Appendix B for further details), which counts six different terminals managed by 
different stakeholder and provides a perfect example of a modern port’s complexity in terms of 
different alliances, shipping companies and services co-existing and overlapping on the same logistic 
site. 

Other ports follow a different approach where all the terminal berths are managed by the same 
entity, in essence the port administration. This is the case for Singapore, HQ and home port of PSA 
International, which operates all the nine container terminals in the port as an integrated facility. 
Such a concentration of control is the result of the background of PSA International, originally a 
governmental authority with the mission of managing and expanding the business of Singapore’s 
port. This unique vision for the coordinated development of nine terminals has substantially 
influenced the efficiency and growth of the port of Singapore, which today is a global hub connecting 
more than six hundred ports across the planet. 

Terminals 

The terminals within a port have not escaped the trend, and they are incrementally integrating 
logistic services with the more traditional lifting, storing and in/out gating of boxes. The level of 
integration reached by a specific container terminal can be a good indication of the character or 
nature of its current business. Fully integrated container terminals, performing the full spectrum of 
logistic services and being integrated with different transportation modes (on dock rail, barge 
services and trucks), can be defined as regional gateways, serving the importing and exporting 
activities of the surrounding region. The American ports of Long Beach, L.A. and New Jersey / New 
York are a perfect example of this category. 

At the other end of the spectrum, we find terminals predominantly focused on transhipment 
activities, therefore being built not to service a geographical area, but rather positioned along the 
main East-West sea lines of communication (linking Far East, Europe and the US such as Tanjung-
Pelepas or Colombo). These ports generally do not focus on advanced logistic services and lack an 
extensive land-side connectivity with rail and road infrastructures. 

Hybrid terminals like Antwerp or Shanghai lie in between the two categories and they provide both 
transhipment services (usually as a part of a local hub-and-spoke system) as well as advanced logistic 
services to the surrounding inland and coastal region. 

Another way to categorize the terminal is on the basis of their strategic scope, which can be 
motivated by business diversification of existing operations, or financial investment, or creation of 
a network effect. By network effect, we mean the phenomenon whereby a product or service gains 
additional value as more people use it. Appendix C provides an overview of the main terminal 
operators and their respective strategic scope. 
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A terminal operator like PSA International belongs to the first category. It diversified the original 
scope of its multipurpose terminal and stevedoring activities by expanding across the full cycle of 
container terminal operations. The scope of its business covers the entire span of logistic activities 
that gravitates around their terminals (cold chain, intermodal ramps, tugboats, etc.). Terminal 
operations are the main component of its activities and are complementary to the other logistic 
services provided.  

The second case is the one of operators such as DP World or Ports of America, which are controlled 
by sovereign and infrastructure investment funds. The focus of these operators is on the 
management of financial assets - terminal activities are seen just as a revenue and value generator. 
Merger and acquisition followed by an asset re-organization is what leads their expansion and 
growth, which is based more on financial considerations than on the integration of logistic services 
or the creation of a network effect. 

Finally, the third group includes operators owned by or associated with shipping lines. There are 
both financial and operational advantages deriving from diversifying from pure shipping into 
terminal activities. First and foremost, a shipping company calling at its own terminals enjoys total 
control of berth and land side operations. Priority berthing, augmented schedule flexibility, 
prioritisation of manpower, and equipment utilisation are among the operational advantages, which 
in turn enable improved customer service and more efficient inland and intermodal operations.  

 

Cost Base FY 2014 

From the financial standpoint, terminal fees 
and dues are among the major voyage costs for 
a vessel. Hence, from a group perspective, 
having this major negative cash flow turning 
into a positive one by paying a sister company, 
instead of a third-party vendor, can make a real 
difference, especially in a business where, 
nowadays, profit margins can be non-existent. 
Furthermore, from a strategic perspective, 
owned terminals are the key enabler for a 
shipping company to create a global grid of 
hub-and-spoke facilities, integrated with its 
fleet so as to generate a network effect. 
Creation of a network effect is the ultimate goal 

of shipping companies when investing in terminal activities. 

Figure 3: Source: Maersk, Presentation AR 2014_appendix 
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The Interlink between Terminal operators and shipping lines  

Currently, in spite of the substantial horizontal integration of several shipping lines, most shipping 
lines operate significantly below the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) threshold and 
historically their overall Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) has been disappointing, as shown in 
Appendix D. Meanwhile, terminals and freight forwarders generate a steadier and healthier ROIC - 
on average the best among all the different sectors of the freight industry, excluding air cargo. This 
explains why, aside from the operational and financial advantages described previously, the most 
successful shipping companies want to diversify and operate terminal networks. Owning and 
operating a fleet of container vessels generates profits only during the short-lived upturns of market 
cycles, yet,3 controlling a fleet is essential to feed the cargo terminals, where profits are made in a 
steadier fashion. Aggregated ROIC definitely looks better for the groups where shipping and 
terminal are operationally integrated. 

The trend of integration and diversification (vertical integration) from pure maritime shipping 
activities into terminals is also expanding into freight forwarding and contract logistics. Maersk is 
now focusing its strategy on expanding DAMCO, its owned 3PL (third party logistics) provider; CMA-
CGM acquired CEVA Logistics; while MSC is organically expanding its intermodal operator MEDLOG. 
All these efforts are aimed at tapping into the profitable business of freight forwarding and contract 
logistics, while at the same time expanding the network effect around ships and terminals. This 
development will also enable much more integrated information systems enabling synchronization 
of operations.  

Another recent example of vertical integration is that one of the leading terminal operators DP 
World has acquired the Danish logistics company Unifeeder, which operates a container feeder and 
shortsea network in Europe. This is likely to boost DP World’s presence in the global supply chain 
and broaden its product offering to its customers, shipping lines and cargo owners. It is also an 
indication of DP World’s global expansion push after its recent announcement of plans to build and 
operate a logistics hub in Mali. Vertical integration, such as is shown by DP World’s recent 
acquisition, is likely to be competitive in a market where there is a lot of friction and a limited 
exchange of data between the different segments in the vertical value chain.  In other words, in a 
market where PortCDM has not been implemented.  

 

 

 

                                                             
3 From transportation activities.  Trading and chartering ships, instead, could be very lucrative and it might generate a 
volatile but sometimes extremely high revenue 
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Will consolidation, alliances and a network-effect save the day? 

As highlighted so far, the efforts of the industry stakeholders have been aimed at increasing 
economies of scale through consolidation, creating network effects between shipping lines and 
terminals, as well as increasing vessel utilisation through alliances. Also, shipping companies have 
diversified their scope of business stepping into 3PL and marine services businesses. Nevertheless, 
the industry is still struggling to increase overall profit margins and improve return on investment, 
due to structural inefficiencies. 

These inefficiencies are mainly caused by a lack of coordination and data sharing between 
stakeholders. Even though operational data are usually shared within alliances and each terminal 
operator’s facilities, there is more limited sharing among players operating under different 
ownerships. Currently, there are very few examples of real-time data being shared between ports, 
terminals, shipping lines and vessels controlled by different entities. Hence, vessel planning, port 
calls, sea and land-side activities are not synchronised in an optimal way. Overcrowded berths, idle 
vessels, wasted bunkers (due to poor port call planning), unpredictability of yard and land-side 
operations, and supply chain disruption are among the practical consequences of this information 
connectivity gap. For instance, data sharing and cooperation between ports and shipping lines could 
enable exact prediction of berth availability and the subsequent coordination of just-in-time vessels’ 
arrival. This in turn would allow vessels’ speed calibration to avoid bunker waste or idle time at 
anchor. 

One way to achieve this would be through strong centralization both horizontally and vertically, but 
that may be very difficult to achieve at least in the short term. Another way is to facilitate 
collaboration, joint decision making, and synchronization of operations offered through the 
financially independent actors by data sharing using the PortCDM concept. 

We realize that there are a lot of organizational structures that might hinder the extended data 
sharing between parties in the development of PortCDM. For example, an actor associated with a 
particular alliance might not want to share data with an actor in another alliance. However, 
PortCDM is all about enabling all actors involved in, or related to, sea transport to share data and 
realize the mutual benefits4 5. Driven by the business cases of PortCDM 6, the type of data being 

                                                             
4 Lind M., Karlsson F., Watson R., Bergmann M., Hägg M. (2018) Empowering the chain of operations in berth-to-berth 
sea transports by digitization, Concept Note #8, STM Validation Project 
5 Lind M., Bergmann M., Watson R., Haraldson S., Karlsson F., Andersen T., Ward R., Bjorn-Andersen N., Sancricca M., 
Gerosavvas N., Heidecker A., Lane A., Gimenez J., Ferrús Clari G., Gonzales A., Márquez Richarte M., Voskarides S., 
Pouros G., Deosdad I. (2018) Extending the efficiency boundary from ports to hubs: A new role for container terminal 
operators, Concept Note #15, STM Validation Project 
6   Lind M., Bergmann M., Watson R., Haraldson S., Michaelides M., Jin Park J., Theodossiou S., Andersen T., Ward R., 
Bjorn-Andersen N., Sancricca M., Lane A. (2018) Reducing idle time with collaboration and data sharing, Concept Note 
#16, STM Validation Project 
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shared, as promoted by the S-211 standard, 7  intentionally avoids the sharing of confidential 
information. The proposed data to be shared is just information related to enhancing the capabilities 
of coordination and synchronization in port call operations. PortCDM is concerned with enhanced 
(digital) collaboration between ships and ports, between ports, between port call actors, and 
between ports and hinterland operators. 

Today, there are many contemporary initiatives becoming more available where intelligent 
algorithms used in deep learning combine different data sources to both evaluate existing behaviour 
and predict future operations as drivers for higher efficiency in a distributed eco-system. This is 
relevant to many different application areas, such as supply chain integration, when actors from 
possibly competing structures are engaged. The maritime industry has been very lucky with the 
standardization and regulated distribution of AIS data. The time has now come to enable enhanced 
collaboration by expanding the repertoire of data sets made available between actors involved. The 
perspective of the client in sea transport, as part of the global supply chain, should be brought into 
focus, as this demands both efficient, safe, and environmentally sound sea voyages8 as well as the 
integration of maritime transport into the global supply chain. PortCDM sits as an intermediary 
concept tying all the actors together to enable increased transparency and profitability.9 

PortCDM, which we have described in several prior Concept Notes9, increases efficiency in port call 
operations for all stakeholders by adopting a universal methodology and associated protocols for 
data sharing in real-time. PortCDM relies on dynamic data sharing and real-time updating of planned 
and actual event changes among all the relevant stakeholders involved in port call operations. 
Higher levels of coordination, achieved through seamless data sharing, could potentially eliminate 
many of the inefficiencies that we have identified in this concept note and improve port and land-
side operational productivity. Cooperation and data sharing through PortCDM, even among 
competitors, has the potential to be the mechanism upon which alliances and their network of 
terminals can thrive and prosper and turn around the current decline in profitability. 

 

Final words  

For decades, the maritime industry has relied on strategic actions, (primarily horizontal mergers, 
acquisitions and alliances) to create different market places for particular segments of the maritime 
vertical value chain. The objective was to achieve Economy of Scale but also to limit the number of 

                                                             
7 Lind M., Bergmann M., Watson R.T., Haraldson S., Park J., Gimenez J., Andersen T., Voorspuij J. (2018) Towards unified 
communication – from a project format to a global standard, Concept Note #9, STM Validation Project 
8 Lind M., Andersen T., Bergmann M., Watson R.T., Haraldson S., Rygh T., Karlsson M., Kinn M. (2018) Coordinated value 
creation in Cruise Call Operations – The case of Port of Stavanger, Concept note #10, STM Validation project 
9 Lind M., Bergmann M., Haraldson S., Watson R.T., Park J., Gimenez J., Andersen T. (2018) Port Collaborative Decision 
Making (PortCDM): An enabler for Port Call Optimization empowered by international harmonization, Concept note 
#1,STM Validation Project 
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competitors in order that a reasonable profit might be obtained without a devastating ‘perfect’ 
competition, where prices are reduced to the lowest marginal price and profits become marginal or 
non-existent.  

The alternative for big players (major global shipping lines or as we see with the terminal operators 
such as DP World) is to gain control of the full (or almost full) vertical value chain. There is a parallel 
with Toyota’s and Honda’s operations which seek profitability through operational excellence based 
on using data sharing and data analytics to achieve higher levels of synchronization and achieve 
higher levels of resource utilization in their vertical value chain. 

PortCDM presents a third way. Through making all relevant data digital, securely shared and 
available10, it is possible to achieve both collaboration and synchronization across major alliances 
and with the inclusion of smaller, nimble players. PortCDM will enable ports to achieve a higher 
level of efficiency, increased sustainability, and a better utilization of physical assets and capabilities. 
For more information: stay tuned. 

For more information, contact: 
Mikael Lind, Activity Leader PortCDM testbeds, RISE Viktoria, +46 705 66 40 97 or Mikael.Lind@ri.se 

Sandra Haraldson, Activity Leader PortCDM testbeds, RISE Viktoria, +46 707 61 88 14 or Sandra.Haraldson@ri.se 

Ulf Siwe, Communications Manager, Swedish Maritime Administration, +46 10 478 56 29, or 
Ulf.Siwe@sjofartsverket.se  

www.stmvalidation.eu  

STM connects and updates the maritime world in real time with efficient information exchange. In the 60s the 
standardised container revolutionised shipping. The next revolution is the containerisation of information – 
creating a safer, more efficient and environmentally friendly maritime sector. 

Published in cooperation with Fathom.World  
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10 Lind M., Bergmann M., Haraldson S., Watson R.T., Park J., Gimenez J., Andersen T. (2018) Creating a data regime – 
Thriving in the maritime ecosystem, Concept Note #4, STM Validation Project 
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Appendix A) Top 30 container ports, categorised by scope of activity 

Rank 2017 Port 2017 TEU  Categorization by scope of activity 
1 Shanghai 40,233,000 hybrid 
2 Singapore 33,666,556 transshipment 
3 Shenzhen 25,208,600 regional gateway 
4 Ningbo-Zhoushan 24,607,000 regional gateway 
5 Hong-Kong 20,770,000 transshipment 
6 Busan 20,472,725 hybrid 
7 Guangzhou 20,372,000 regional gateway 
8 Qingdao 18,300,100 regional gateway 
9 LA/LB 16,887,704 regional gateway 

10 Dubai 15,440,000 hybrid 
11 Tianjin 15,069,000 regional gateway 
12 Rotterdam 13,734,334 hybrid 
13 Port-Kelang 11,978,166 transshipment 
14 Antwerp 10,450,897 hybrid 
15 Xiamen 10,381,385 regional gateway 
16 Kaohsiung 10,271,018 hybrid 
17 Dalian 9,707,000 regional gateway 
18 Hamburg 8,840,000 hybrid 
19 Tanjung-Pelepas 8,377,244 transshipment 
20 Laem-Chabang 7,784,498 regional gateway 
21 NY/NJ 6,710,817 regional gateway 
22 Yingkou 6,270,000 regional gateway 
23 Colombo 6,209,068 transshipment 
24 Jakarta 6,071,835 regional gateway 
25 Ho-Chi-Minh-City 5,940,263 regional gateway 
26 Bremerhaven 5,513,802 regional gateway 
27 Tokyo 5,048,972 regional gateway 
28 Valencia 4,832,156 hybrid 
29 Lianyungang 4,720,000 regional gateway 
30 Nhava Sheva 4,710,713 regional gateway 

Global ranking by throughput of top 30 container ports11 

                                                             
11Alphaliner, authors (2018). The following criteria has been used in assigning the category labels, similarly to the ones 
used by Rodrigue J.P, (2017, “The Geography of Transport System, Routledge”, New York. Transshipment: container 
port predominantly used as transshipment hub, with limited land-side infrastructure connectivity and cargoes moving 
from one maritime service to another without exiting the port terminal. Regional gateway: the container port 
throughput is linked to a variety of local and regional industrial activities, whit significant land-side infrastructure 
connectivity. Hybrid: container port with a mix of both transshipment and regional activities, which hare both relevant 
in terms of volume.  
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Appendix B) Port of Long Beach (CA, USA) terminals, alliances and carriers12 

Operator and 
terminal Alliance Carrier Service 

SSA Pier A 

Oceana Vessel 
Sharing Agreement 

Hamburg Sud, Hapag-Lloyd, ANL, 
MSC, PIL 

PSW - WAS - PSW - 
Oceana Loop 1 - AOS 

Independent Hamburg Sud, Polynesia Line SSEA 

Independent Maersk, Hamburg Sud, Sealand, 
Alianca, APL WCCA2 - WC2 

Independent Swire WCNA - West Coast 
North America 

Independent SM Lines CPX China Pacific 
Express 

Independent Hamburg Sud, Hapag-Lloyd MPS MedPac Service 

SSA Pier C Independent Matson CLX1 - China Long 
Beach Express 

Independent Matson  Hawaii Service Loop 2 

Long Beach 
Container Terminal 

(LBCT) Pier E 

OCEAN Alliance OCEAN Alliance, COSCO, OOCL, CMA 
CGM, Evergreen, APL 

AAS - PVCS - SCS South 
China Sea - SC6 South 
China Loop 6 

OCEAN Alliance 
OCEAN Alliance, COSCO, OOCL, CMA 
CGM, Evergreen, APL 
PIL 

AAC4 - PCC1 - HIX 
Hibiscus Express - PCC1 
- CC9 Central China 
Loop 9 - AC7 

International 
Transportation 

Services (ITS) Pier G 

THE Alliance THE Alliance, ONE, 
Hapag-Lloyd, Yang Ming, COSCO PS2 -JPSW 

THE Alliance THE Alliance, ONE, 
Hapag-Lloyd, Yang Ming PS7 

Pacific Container 
Terminal (PCT) Pier J 

OCEAN Alliance 
OCEAN Alliance, COSCO, OOCL, CMA 
CGM, Evergreen, APL, 
Yang Ming, PIL 

 PSW2 - CEN - PCN1 - 
Bohai - CEN - CC2 
Central China Loop 2 - 
AC3 

OCEAN Alliance 
OCEAN Alliance, COSCO, OOCL, CMA 
CGM, Evergreen, APL, 
PIL 

PSW4 - AAC -PCC2 - 
HRX Huangpu River 
Express - CC4 Central 
China Loop 4 - AC2  

Total Terminals Inc. 
(TTI) Pier T 

Independent PIL, WHL, COSCO, CMA CGM, APL 
AC5 - CP1 - SEA - PSX 
Pacific South Express - 
SC3 

2M+H Maersk, MSC, HSD 
HMM 

TP2 - Jaguar - UPAS2 - 
PS3 

2M+H Maersk, MSC, HSD, HMM TP8 - New Orient - 
UPAS1 -PS4 

Independent MSC CEX 

2M+H HMM, Maersk, MSC PS1 - TP3 - Yulan 

                                                             
12 Port of Long Beach website (2018) 
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Appendix C) Terminal operators by strategic scope (first table) and by alliance (second table) 

Operator Strategic Scope Rank 
2020 

Rank 
2016 

Throughput 
2016 (M 
TEUs) 

Footprint 

COSCO + China 
Shipping 

Creation of 
network effect 

1 5+8 31.5 (total) 179 berths, 35 ports 

APM Terminal Creation of 
network effect 

2 4 37.3 175 berths and facilities, 57 
countries 

PSA International Business 
diversification 

3 1 52.4 124 berths, 13 countries 

Hutchison Business 
diversification 

4 2 45.6 52 ports, 26 countries 

DP World Financial 
investment 

5 3 40.0 78 terminals, 40 countries 

Terminal Investment 
Ltd 

Creation of 
network effect 

6 7 19.3 35 terminals, 24 countries 

CMA Terminals  Creation of 
network effect 

7 20 5.1 13 terminals 

Terminals by operator and strategic scope13 . 
Top 30% operators have 72% share of global throughput (320.5 M TEUs, 2016) 

Alliance Shipping Line Terminals Footprint 
2M Maersk APM Terminal: 175 berths? and 

facilities, 57 countries 
Global  

MSC Terminal Investment Limited: 35 
terminals, 24 countries 

Global 

HMM N/A (Algeciras and Busan) N/A 
Ocean Alliance CMA CGM CMA Terminals: 13 terminals Global 

COSCO 179 berths, 35 ports Global with focus on China 
OOCL 6 terminals, 2 countries Taiwan and USA 
Evergreen 2 terminals, 2 countries Taiwan, Panama 

The Alliance ONE K-Line, Nitto Total Logistics: 7 
terminals 

Global 

NYK: 23 ports Global (diversified container, bulk, cars) 
MOL: 10 terminals, 5 countries Global 

Yang Ming One Terminal in Taiwan Local, Taiwan 
Hapag-Lloyd N/A N/A 

Terminals and shipping lines14. 92% of global ocean carriers control or own at least one terminal. 4 
major shipping lines control or own one of the largest container terminal operators (forecast 2020). 

 

                                                             
13 Drewry, “Global Container Terminal Operators, Annual Review and Forecast”, Lloyd’s Intelligence and corporate 
websites 
14 Drewry, Ibid, and corporate websites 
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Appendix D) Average Return on Invested Capital for different segments in the freight container industry 

 
Correlation between WACC and ROIC for main segments of intermodal container industry15 

                                                             
15 TT Club, “Brave New World - Container Shipping in 2043”, (2018) 


